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CREATIVITY MANAGEMENT:
TOWARDS SOFT CONTROL
ABSTRACT. The paper deals with the management of
creativity. Creative activity is peculiar since it covers
specific (creative) worker, his (her) own working time,
peculiar resources, implementation of a particular product.
A creative worker resists to any forms of control and
management including forced labour hours, work in an
office, strong terms and contractual obligations. An office
could be treated as a panopticon, i.e. as a prison, in which
every labour operation of a worker-prisoner is observed.
Transparent walls of an office are not a fashionable trend,
but the requirement of control and management so that to
see every motion of workers. Control over creative
workers is an inevitable element of social order but it
should be “soft” enough in order to avoid their frustration.
There are two alternatives: control should be even harder
in order to manage creative workers slipping from control
as such, or it should be softer in order to catch at least the
rest of the subjects to be controlled. Although creativity
does not tolerate organizations with strong control and
rigid hierarchy, if there is no (self-)control at all, most likely
there would be no creative result either. A creative worker
usually has no motives to create without any orders, both
in a broader (social order) and in a narrow sense
(economic order). Nevertheless, a “hard” structure of
management with strong hierarchy is destructive for
creativity. Creativity is usually mobilized by creative
education and by stimulation of creative risks. There is a
collision between the rules forced from outside and those
created by a creative worker him/herself. Thus, collisions,
contradictions and clashes are inseparable from creativity.
The purpose of the paper is twofold: (1) to review
different approaches to creativity management and (2) to
show the specificity of creativity management.

Keywords: management of creativity, “soft” control, mediated
society, creative worker, creative society.

Introduction: the peculiarities of creative work
Creativity from the managerial point of view has been described as a subjective
judgement (Amabile, 1982), as the generation of original and useful ideas (Amabile, 1983;
Amabile, 1996; Arndt et al., 1999), as a complex activity including expertise, creative
thinking and motivation (Amabile, 1998), as a complex interaction between the individual and
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his (her) environment (Anderson et al., 2014; Pruskus, 2015), as a critical process (Drazin et
al., 1999), as a social activity within particular context (Ford and Gioia, 2000), as a divergent
thinking including fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration (Paulus, 2000) and so on.
Beside this, there is the evolution of creativity understanding in the history of human thinking
(Barevičiūtė, 2014; Černevičiūtė, 2014), as well the differences of understanding in different
regions or even in the same but culturally diverse region (Klimczuk, 2014). Some scholars
(Pečiulis, 2015; Reimeris, 2016) characterize the contemporary society as an essentially
creative one.
Scholars emphasize that creativity management is paradoxical and contradictable
(McLeod et al., 1997; Amabile, 1998; Sutton, 2001; Bilton; Cummings, 2014; Lane and Lup,
2015; Johnsen, 2015; Chen et al., 2015).
The work time of a creative worker usually is not standardized. On the one hand, it is
impossible to lock him (her) up in one place during the defined time due to creative nature of
work. On the other hand, his (her) work time often violates the work hours defined by
employer or law: he (she) creates also while eating, having vacation or sleeping. The
resources of creativity are also peculiar: although ceramicist needs clay, a painter needs
canvas and brushes, a sculptor needs stone and a writer needs paper with a pen, the key
resources are not material at all. In creativity, the most important elements are the ideas that
emerge in the process of creative communication.
Tools for production vary from pencils and paper to more complicated and expensive
ones – computer programs, antique kiln etc. Nevertheless, all these different tools are related
to the fact that the main process of creation proceeds in the heads of creative workers, tools
serve only to realize the ideas of a creative worker. On the contrary, a factory excludes
“thinking” by a worker: contemporary tools think instead of workers. No creative worker
starts from zero, rather from a combination of ideas and pictures from available menu
whatever it is: sights, experiences or thoughts. However, creativity is rather the harmonization
of ideas in order to reach the new harmony of pictures or sounds instead of their mix. Creative
product is peculiar by being unique and exclusive. It may have both positive and negative
features since a product could be attractive but also unsaleable.
R. Florida (2002) noted that all administrative rules devoted to work class, country
class or even service class are not valid for the creative class that needs different rules and
different forms of control. In general, the aim of ruling is to force a worker “by hook or by
crook” to work more efficiently, i.e. to produce as much products as possible in time as short
as possible by economizing the resources as much as possible and by saving the resources for
production. Control seeks to check a worker, whether he (she) adheres to contract conditions
of contract, i.e. whether he (she) gives all his (her) time and power in a work place to the
employer in return to ontracted salary. Control presupposes employer’s belief that a worker in
a workplace does not have one’s body, which is only part of mechanisms in a factory. The
state controls every employer who uses social resources, i.e. workers. This state control
presupposes that every taxpayer serves as a social mechanism that produces welfare and
happiness, as well as accumulates social capital. That is why the control over working hours
is the biggest trouble for both employers and politicians. The key precondition for this
control is strict separation of working and leisure hours, as well as of working days and the
holidays.
The method used in the paper could be called critical analysis.
1. The forms of control and management in a mediated society
Control had different forms in different historical periods. For instance, M. Foucault in
his books (1991, 2001) raised the question of how the members of a society have been
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controlled and how the uncontrolled members have been disciplined and punished. As he
noticed, one of the control’s aspects is as follows: the members of society should be visible.
The models of such disciplining are prisons and madhouses. There is a bigger possibility to
“illuminate” the society in a mediated society, not only with a help of such media as phone
that is possibly under control. It is possible not only to “listen” to every member of society but
also to indicate his (her) place in the case of mobile phone. In general, the mobile phone is
such media that does not allow being aside, in a private creative space for any moment,
neither at day nor at night, without a certain volition that pushes “out of connection zone” by
cutting communication drastically. Herewith, it is not as much a technical invention as one of
social engineering. Being “out of connection zone” has been treated as misanthropy,
eccentricity and madness.
Speaking about other media, such as radio, TV and Internet, they transfuse every
individual being by enforcing him (her) with a certain way of life and unified model of
behaviour. Our worldview, intrinsic to everyone and everybody, does not require any
additional control: it is already “illuminated”, thus predictable. There is not any smaller need
to “illuminate” an individual in a democratic society. On the contrary, publicity policy is
inseparable from democratic management principles and presupposes visibility that is
denunciatory depending on interest of publicizing media. Symbiosis of democratic and
mediated society guarantees that the higher position a person has, the more “illuminated” he
(she) is. The result of this roentgen for public individual is as follows: he (she) inevitably
turns to a product of the media, demonstrative “face” without his (her) creative identity.
Removed into a social rim, a creative worker revolts against these forms of visual
control. A creative worker resists to any forms of control and management including forced
labour hours, work in an office, strong terms and contractual obligations. Creative activity is
neither consistent with accounting for labour hours, nor with being in an office, nor with
strong contractual obligations. This freedom, the other side of which is social
unwarrantedness of the creative workers, changes inevitably the society that develops towards
creative one.
Nevertheless, there is a revenge of the control in the offices even speaking about
creative society. An office could be treated as a panopticon described by M. Foucault (1991),
i.e. as a prison, in which every labour operation of a worker-prisoner is observed. The aim of
labour in the office is not only to ease labour communication between the workers and to do
work as productively as possible but also to control a worker, who “as a whole” belongs to the
employer there. The transparent walls of the office are not fashionable trend or fancy of the
designers but the requirement of control and management to see every motion of a worker.
The office imprisons by making a worker visible with appropriate furniture, layout and glasspartitions. All of this has been called “contemporary” interior that answers to the relationships
of mediated and computerized society. It is like life in a medieval monastery, all acts in which
have been performed together with “brothers”.
2. Peculiarities of creative workers’ management
As result, there arises the question whether a creative worker is to be controlled or
even disciplined in general. Rejection of control and management leads to disharmony of
creative society (the creative class in a narrow sense), which would turn into the sum of
eccentric individuals instead of a purposeful whole. What is more, we cannot ignore the fact
that creative workers are inseparable from economic order. That is why R. Florida (2002)
speaks about “soft” control with creative workers. In other words, control of the creative
workers is an inevitable element of social order but it should be “soft” enough in order to
avoid frustration of creative workers, herewith the very creative society, which should not
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turn into totalitarian one. If we no more use tools of the factory and of the industrial society
in general for management, control and disciplining of the member within a society, it is
another symptom that the structure and formation of the society has been changed towards
creative one.
Hierarchic system of control represents control of different layers, while the chains of
production and management control each other. For instance, workers are controlled by a
team-leader, who is controlled by the heads, directors with assistants, etc. If it is a corporate
enterprise, meeting of the shareholders (including ordinary workers) controls the director of
the company. It is a typical hierarchic control system, within which managers and
subordinates control each other.
We have additional control of governance institutions in the society. For instance,
every business enterprise has been controlled by dozens of governance institutions. As a
result, every worker and employer could be sure that he (she) has been observed watchfully.
Sometimes the control is so “hard” that a worker cannot make any motion, i.e. one works with
a feeling that he (she) is controlled and observed from both sides, an employer and the state.
The question is whether this system suits and runs in the case of creative workers. R.
Florida (2002) is categorical: no. We will have a contrary result by applying this cumbersome
mechanism in the case of creativity. In other words, we will have a parody of a unique
creative product, i.e. mass product in the sense that it satisfies the requirements of controlling
mass, while these requirements are often contradictory. However, the most important thing is
that this product would not have the features typical to creative products, i.e. it would not be
new, exclusive, original, attractive and unexpected. A creative worker will not create anything
or it will be an inferior piece of art if the artist feels like an observed prisoner in any creative
activity. After presuming this outcome of the work under control, a creative worker escapes
from the office that is in the steady crossfire of controllers. In general, the feature of postindustrial society is emptying of offices. This process has been stimulated not only by
economical motives (high rent costs) and peculiarities of observation (“glass-partitions”), but
also enlargement of Internet space: the office is now any virtual space with its outcomes.
Time has very different sense in the creative society after erasure of the border
between labour time and leisure. A creative worker works at day by communicating with
friends and at night by dreaming and relaxing from creative tension, as well as on holidays by
the sea or in the forest. Holidays could be more productive comparing to all labour season “at
home” from the point of view of creativity. In general, a creative worker is at home where his
(her) work emerges. Herewith the transformations of labour time also change labour space
that is no more connected with specific labour environment in an office. These changes of
labour time and space influence strategy of control. There are two alternatives: control should
be even harder in order to manage the creative workers slipping from time and space to be
controlled, or it should be softer in order to catch at least the rests of subject to be controlled.
As the tendency of the exemption of offices is universal, it suits to the whole society, not only
to the creative class. Herewith labour time and space, which was liberated by the creative
workers, force to change the management forms of the whole society. One of the reasons of
the breakdown of such totalitarian state as the Soviet Union is inadequacy of social
controlling forms and creative charge of liberated society.
After the offices are empty and herewith there is no more labour time and space to be
accounted, the region of control considerably diminishes. On the other hand, being connected
to the global web expands it impossibly by ignoring national and state borders. Both of them
have crucial outcomes for all social relationships – not only for management. The control of a
company and a state makes a way for global intergovernmental control that is to be
connected with both establishment of international companies and political international
formations. An individual, including a creative worker, becomes the conductor of global
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strategies (even they do not have any strategists), a part of “optical cable”. Herewith the
whole global space and time diminishes while they compose “transparent” communicative
environment.
The scholars appeal to the conflict between creativity and organization. This conflict
covers the contradictions between dogmatic thinking and sparking of new initiatives (Johnsen,
2015), the commercial interests of organization and creative value (Bilton, 2007; Bilton,
Cummings, 2014), the save development and creative failures (Sutton, 2011), majority in a
team and minority of the pioneers (McLeod et al., 1997). In general, management of
creativity is inseparable of management of the conflicts (Gelfand et al., 2008; Tekleab and
Quigley, 2014; Nijstad et al., 2014; Jung, Lee, 2015; Chen et al., 2015). The source of any
conflict is the very creativity. Creativity does not tolerate any organization with strong
control and organizational hierarchy. In other words, we have an alternative: creativity or
organization. On the other hand, certain creativity is collective, for instance, in cinema
industries. Other industries, including scientific ones, also need work in a group with
“brainstorm” during the sharing of ideas. Nevertheless, we can state that there are certain
spheres with dominant collective creation. Without sitting around the table, without changing
of ideas, without having the folds and brothers-in-arms, without discussing with colleagues,
the creativity is impossible sometimes. One of these spheres is scientific and pedagogical
activity, developed at university. The role of an office here has not so much a department,
where colleagues meet each other so seldom that these meetings (even the most intensive and
warring) hardly influence creative activity of a lecturer. The auditorium is much more
important while here a lecturer is responsible for proper microclimate and stimulating
relationships.
Nevertheless, if there is no (self)control at all, most likely there is also no creative
result. In this case, a harmonic work could arise from the creative chaos only accidently.
Speaking about the results of an individual creative worker, the arousal of them is
presupposed and creative chaos is disciplined by both internal and external discipline of
creativity. External discipline is to be connected with an order and with control of its
realization, meanwhile the internal one – with self-control of a creative worker and selfdiscipline regarding life art1. A creative worker usually has no motives to create without any
orders, both in a broad (social order) and in a narrow sense (economic order). If we analyse
the arousal of the so-called masterpieces, most of them have been created having economic
order2. The objective to find new aesthetical ways and to educate society (social order) have
played although important but secondary role. Every order presupposes at least a “soft”
control. Nevertheless, some economic orders can turn to “hard” dictate while the customers
interfere in creative process. For instance, every economic order covers an agreement
concerning size, the deadline and reward. There can also be an agreement concerning certain
stages. For instance, an architect obligates to present the project and to get the permission in
certain terms and he obliges to perform certain stages.
In general, “hard” or cumbersome structure of management with strong hierarchy is
destructive for creativity. For instance, ideas of an architect could be impoverished not only
by limited budget and bad taste of customer but also by different institutions, the function of
which is to save status quo of cultural environment. In other words, the function of any
institution is to limit any creative outbreak that attempt to destroy the old order. Another
example: an advertisement should please not only director of production but also a customer,
who is limited not only by aesthetical taste or by absence of it but also by moral convictions.
Finally, there is an example from university organization: new study programmes are
1

Com. Amabile, 1998.
V. van Gogh and M. K. Čiurlionis, who created without any economic order, are the exceptions here. L. da
Vinci, S. Botticelli, Raphael, J. S. Bach, W. A. Mozart, L. van Beethoven – all of them had economical orders.
2
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coordinated in different sections so long, both at the faculty and at university. As result, the
accepted version is often a shadow of that creative flight that was showed by an initiator in
the beginning of this way.
Nevertheless, certain institutional resistance is inevitable and even necessary for both
the work and the creative worker. The “free” artists are least institutionally engaged and are
least under pressure. However, this “freedom” has its cost: low social guarantees and financial
uncertainty. Besides, even “free” artists are disturbed by certain institutions (publish house or
art gallery) on their way to public acknowledgement, the rules of which should be appreciated
in order to overcome this obstacle course. A good piece of art stays original or even shocking
even under institutional press.
Speaking about a creative individual in a narrow sense, creativity is mobilized both by
creative education and by stimulation of his (her) creative risk. As education system (even
being under reformation) belongs to a traditional layer destroyed by an individual creation,
they are the contrary principles. Despite this, namely this contradiction awakes the creative
entelechy. In general, the principle of uncertainty or of “nobody knows” (Caves, 2002)
prevails in motivating a creative worker and in mobilizing his (her) creative powers. By using
one or another method, nobody knows whether an artist will be motivated or not. It could also
play against his (her) creative entelechy that depends on unique combination of the factors
including leisure regime, labour rhythm, mood, personal relationships and so on. All of these
can work against creativity despite the best3 organization methods. It weights the attempt to
organize creative work as best as possible.
Herewith, a creative work should be directed towards a certain way that is also a
creative impulse. Clear rules of a game are to be connected with this aspect. Even if those
rules of games are dictated or forced for creative worker, he (she) seeks to recreate them. It is
a part of his (her) creative entelechy. For instance, L. da Vinci needs at least a year to paint a
canvas or fresco and that it is his rule, which results from the rule of thoroughness and
particularity when this rule is connected with special technology of sfumato. All this
contradicts to a wish of consumer to get a product as soon and as cheap as possible. Herewith,
there is a collision between the rules forced from outside and created by creative worker,
while the latter and the costumer (in a broad sense) understand differently not only the final
product but also creative ways. However, the collisions, contradictions and clashes are
inseparable from creativity4. Speaking about freedom of communication, a creative worker
needs access to certain creative sources including material resources and human beings: he
(she) must get and change the ideas freely. In this sense even most individual creativity is also
collective being in communication with other creative workers. For instance, by writing a
novel the writer communicates both with other writers and readers when, it seems, other
people disturb. No writer will write any good novel without reading hundreds of other novels.
A writer communicates with the whole world by writing, he (she) communicates with other
writers freely by reading their books. True, this freedom of communication is necessary for
emerging of the new ideas and is inseparable from self-discipline in keeping created rules
when the writer switches from reading to writing. An aspect of communication is an exchange
of roles: only being reader as well, a writer can get new ideas.

3

As mentioned, the best organizational method is not the “softest” one; it is rather a proper combination of
motives and discipline.
4
Not by accident L. da Vinci always came into a conflict with customers. Having unpainted face of Jude in the
fresco “The Lord’s Supper”, he considered the possibility to choose the face of the hated costumer – abbot of
monastery – for this sake.
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Conclusions
There are the different understandings of creativity from managerial point of view.
Management deals not only with original ideas to be implemented. Since creativity follows
from divergent thinking or even from the clash of different attitudes, there should be also
managed the conflicts in an organization. Because of the different work forms, mediated
environment and amalgamation of work and leisure, the contemporary society has been
changed. A creative worker resists to any forms of control and management including forced
labour hours, work in an office, strong terms and contractual obligations. On the one hand, a
creative worker can feel more free by choosing the work at home. On the other hand, his (her)
work-time is longer. Management of creativity balances between the necessity of control and
the danger of too “hard“ control. Under the conditions of globalization, the trends of control
in an international organization come from the intergovernmental sphere. It means often more
hard decisions by neglecting the local social environment including the peculiarities of
creative workers. Farther research could include a quantitative analysis of creative workers in
specific industry.
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